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With the rapid development of Internet technology and multimedia 
technology,the accumulation of images data grow exponentially.How to efficiently 
and intelligently deal with these image data has become a hot research. In recent years, 
the image saliency region detection becomes more and more mature as a direction of 
computer vision. Image saliency region detection means that computers automaticlly 
mark salient regions that cause human visual attention by simulating the human visual 
characteristics.Thetechnology allows automatic identification of objects in natural 
images, generating grayscale image or a binary image for subsequent processing 
operations, such as image scaling for context-sensitive, image retrieval, image object 
recognition and image cropping. Thus, the study of salient region detection has a very 
important significance. 
We did a lot experimental study of the existing image saliency region detection 
technology and found that the core object detection would be disturbed when the 
background has a complex and prominent texure. And the current algorithms are not 
suitable for catoon figure detection. To solve these problems, the work this paper has 
done is as following: 
First, to deal with the natrual pictures with cluttered background, we propose a 
texture separation algorithm for saliency detection. The algorithm separate texels 
while maintaining the main structure and reduce the prominence of the texels. 
Algorithm reduce the effect of background on the subject and achieve better result. 
Second, the paper takes the more and more cartoon images as the research object, 
analyze the basic information and propose a salient region detection algorithm based 
on aesthetic evaluation principles.It is a way to evaluate the aesthetic value of images 
based on some composition principles. As we all know, the important figures are 
placed at the prominent position by professionals. The algorithm combine the 
aesthetic information, gradient information and salient result to identify the important 
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的研究来源于生物心理学[10,11]。19 世纪 50 年代，认知心理学领域的 William James








































提出了类似 Ma 和 Zhang 的方法，不同的是采用了符合人眼视觉注意机制的
CITLab 颜色空间以及采用局部对比度计算方法，该方法利用单像素与整张图片
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